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I am a capital markets and derivatives lawyer practicing out the offices of City of London law film
Field Fisher Waterhouse. I am also author of "Mastering Finance-linked Swaps", published by the
Financial Times in August 2003, the first book in the market that addresses the legal, regulatory and
documentation issues that arise in relation to interest rate and other derivatives that are linked to
specific debt, debt capital market (including repackagings and securitisations) and analogous
financings (such derivatives being referred to as "finance-linked swaps", "structured swaps",
'LstTCI~tured
finance swaps" and/or "micro-hedges"). I enclose a complimentary copy of the book for
your attention.
Although I am aware that the deadline for comments relating to the Statement passed on July 19,
2004, I am writing to you nevertheless since much of what I say in the book supports various aspects
of the Statement and may assist you in addressing objections to/comments on the Statement. While
the book was written with the UK debt markets in mind, much of its content is applicable to the US,
Asian and Western European markets. There is, unfortunately, no substitute for reading it but I
would encourage you to look in particular at Chapters 1, 2, 5, 9 and (especially) 10 and at the debt
capital markets transaction described on pp 148- 150.

In general, the book highlights concerns (that are independently raised in and endorsed by the
Statement) relating to the following:
the legality and appropriateness of complex products

/

the widespread use of complex products (even at the small-ticket end of the transaction
spectrum)
the reputational risks associated with such use
various shortcomings in the documentation of complex product transactions and over-reliance
on standard-form documentation to document non-standard products
a general lack of awarenesslliteracy (particularly among certain sectors within the
professional/financial community) oflaround the legal, regulatory and documentation issues
that arise in the context of complex product transactions
inadequate training, resource and specialised documentation capabilitylfunctionality within
many institutions.
It is worth adding that the book has received critical claim in the London market and that many banks
have come out in support of what it says, admitting - at least privately - that the concerns raised are
legitimate. Some banks, indeed, now have the issues under formal review at the
policy/legal/documentation level. By way of contrast, it is also worth mentioning that, in December
2003, the European Documentation Committee of the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association, Inc. ("ISDA") declined, without giving a reason, to act upon a suggestion that a formal
working committee be established to address the issues raised in the book. The conclusion must be
that while there is a degree of industry/public resistance, privately the book is well and readily
accepted.
I should like to conclude by saying a few words about the comment letter, dated July 19, 2004, of
ISDA and others to the Statement. In particular, certain assertions made in that comment letter run
counter to what is said in the book (and, necessarily, the Statement itself):

that complex product transactions are in the minority (the book argues that it is routine
transactions that are in the minority)
that routine, high volume transactions of a less complex nature do not entail heightened
legal or reputational risk (the book argues that even small-ticket, vanilla transactions can
and do carry heightened legal and reputational risk)
that the costs of changing policy and procedure would be enormous (the book argues that
such costs would be more than offset by the benefits)
that institutions understand, recognise and fulfil their additional contractual obligations to
their customers/clients when selling them complex structured products (the book agrees
that this is true at the very top end of the market but argues that precisely the opposite is the
case for the rest of the market).
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I hope the foregoing is of interest and use. I am very happy to discuss firther with you at your
convenience, whether in correspondence, by telephone or in meeting. In any event, I would welcome
your comments on the book.

C ' L
Gary Walker
Partner
Direct Line: 020 7861 41 89
Email: gary.walker@ffw.com
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